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Finding a Positive Way Forward: Climate Change, Sustainability
are Integral to Disaster Planning & Response Now
By W. Cecil Steward, President & CEO

I

n times of unexpected disasters, the federal government should provide national economic relief
and should have maintained disaster reserves.
Instead, the short-term, silo-oriented thinking that
exacerbated the current milieu repeats itself exponentially, and as a result we are building unfathomable deficits that will negativelyNEWS
impact multiple
FROM
generations of Americans.
Communities are the most impacted units of
government in such disasters, and middle- and lowincome communities carry the burden most heavily.
Every community should have disaster resiliency/
mitigation plans, with designated leadership responsibilities. Such planning should have begun at
the Presidential level and been coordinated through
every lower unit of government in the nation. (There
is public evidence that the current federal administration was presented with a pandemic scenario
predicting some 700,000 infections, but refused to
make it public, or to adopt any recommended poliOUR CHALLENGES PRESENT OPPORTUNITIES
cies.)
IN THE CONTEXT OF FIVE DOMAINS
The COVID-19 pandemic and climate change are
CLIMATE CHANGE HEIGHTENS SEVERITY
more than enough evidence of the necessity for
Both the 2019 Nebraska floods and the global COVchanges in our behaviors, investments, politics,
ID-19 pandemic are impacted and made more sever
policies, and lifestyles. The history of humanity on
by the over-arching conditions of climate change.
Planet Earth exhibits over-consumption of natural reCommunity social relationships are strained/
sources and consequential resiliencies, adaptations,
disrupted, and may require years to repair. On the
and adoptions of change. It is conceivable that the
other hand, the social impacts will provide new chalfollowing could be the challenges, or outcomes with
lenges, and new opportunities for new social organipositive results, of these self-inflicted tragedies and
zations and programs.
the current life disruptions:
Social services organizations and non-profits
have been organized, for the most part, upon silo
ENVIRONMENT
thinking (significantly, much like our educational
• We will be challenged to adjust, and/or recover
institutions). In these disaster crises, how much more
from more, and more frequent disruptive climate
effective would cooperative collaborations of indeevents;
pendent NGOs be, if we were looking for new forms
• Long term, the Midwest will experience warmer
of organizing community services and understanding
and longer growing seasons for agriculture;
how truly interdependent and interrelated their mis• The emerging interest in regenerative agriculture
sions are.
will impact the form of rural, urban and peri-urban
We are discovering the essential characteristics
habitats, especially in the midwest U.S.;
of interpersonal social interaction. If we pay attention now, we will likely have new reference points
SOCIO-CULTURAL
of the meaning and vitality of community, when we
• Post COVID-19, a new community culture will
can reflect on the progress and passing of the panemerge with a focus on interdependencies for plandemic.
ning, actions, and philanthropies for the common
We think we are the most advanced nation in
good;
the world at harnessing the resources of science
• Institutions and social services organizations will
and technology, but our systems are often based on
seek interdisciplinary and cooperative partnerships
independence, competition, political power, shortto focus on holistic solutions to community resilterm thinking, and entrenched silos, while resiliency
iency;
from these disasters requires collaboration, inter• Multi-generational and social diversity will be
dependence and interdisciplinary partnerships. The
required, and accommodated, for community vitalAmerican Dream has not been constructed on these
ity and community profiles of health, safety, welfare,
principles.
and economic sustainability.
In the case of Nebraska floods, we have permitted the state’s infrastructure to be more vulnerable
TECHNOLOGIES
than good engineering would suggest.
• A technological fervor for inventions and applicaIn the late 1960s Nebraska had visionary pubtions will emerge from a renewed spirit of prevenlic policy makers who created the unique Natural
tion and mitigation of nature’s and mankind’s imResource Districts, defined not by arbitrary political
pacts on changing natural systems;
boundaries, but by geographically mapped water• A new emphasis on governmental attentions to
sheds integral to the rivers within the state. While
the quality and safety of infrastructure supporting
much of the NRD taxing authority has resulted in
public safety and sustainable commerce will emerge;
good environmental management projects, the 2019
• Global travel for pleasure and business will be refloods revealed missed opportunities for public and
duced in response to strong mutual interests in comproperty protections, and regional and community
munity improvements and accessible technologies
collaborations within these watersheds. Will new
for global communications;
policies and operations result from lessons learned?
Instead of learning from current governmental
ECONOMICS
responses—or non-responses in the case of federal
• Global trade, imports and exports, will increase
and state governments—feels more like group panic
across all geo-political boundaries, but, with severe
(like a film group of teenagers looking for a safe
restrictions to mitigate negative consequences of
place from the hatchet murderer). “Quarantine and
climate change; importation of perishable goods
throw money at it, until we can get back to normal”!
will diminish, putting pressure on community food
Who among you has heard from anyone using this
systems;
isolation time to propose change and new thinking
• Nations will compete for intellectual leaders by imfor the next stage beyond recovery? Because getproving health, safety, welfare, sustainable benefits,
ting “back to normal” is not likely a good answer
economies, and quality of life for residents;
and not likely to happen.
• Economic planning in the U.S. will focus on equity,

GESTURES OF KINDNESS
As often happens in smaller, more intimate community settings, disaster brings out many public and
personal gestures of kindness, generosity, and concerns for our neighbors, there is growing evidence
of such behavior, world-wide, during this pandemic.
Rebecca Solnit, in NPR’s On Being program
asks, “What if everything we’ve been told about human nature is wrong, and we’re actually very generous, communitarian, altruistic beings who are distorted by the system we are in but not made happy
by it? What if we can actually be better people in a
better world?” If nowhere else, the hope of this moment lives in witnessing the beautiful and kind ways
so many are rising to the challenge of each day.

economic security, infrastructure repair and maintenance, improved health systems, conservation of
resources, and community resiliency;
PUBLIC POLICY
• The public will seek and elect government leaders, at all levels, who support the above principles
of quality-of-life within the domains of Environment,
Socio-cultural, Technologies, and Economics;
• New public policy proposals will be evaluated in
the context of equity, civic priorities and good govNeed to change your contact
ernment, collaborative interactions, diverse inclu402.991.8747
sion, and sustainability;
• A renewed public commitment to the principles
and guidance of the United States Constitution will
be paramount for the maintenance of personal and
public freedoms of the American nation.

Thanks to Green Omaha Coalition
for the following calendar of
upcoming events. If you’ve an
interest in sustainability, consider
joining the GOC and/or making a
donation to this worthy organization.
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Virtual Earth Day Omaha 2020
Saturday, April 18
12–4 pm

Earth Day Omaha’s First Virtual
Event, Celebrating the 50th
Anniversary of Earth Day
The very first Earth Day took place
50 years ago on April 22, 1970, with
an estimated 20 million Americans
demonstrating nationwide for a
healthy planet. Earth Day Omaha
Coalition is heralding this important
milestone by hosting its 31st
consecutive event—online for the
very first time! Join a communitywide virtual gathering and
environmental teach-in on April 18
to learn about urgent environmental
issues and the individual actions you
can take to help. Connect with local
green organizations and businesses,
watch demonstrations and tutorials,
and enjoy music performances! Tune
in, feel inspired, and help turn the
tide towards a more environmentally
conscious world.
Visit EarthDayOmaha.org, follow the
event on Facebook and Instagram,
and use the tag #EarthDayOmaha.

Film Streams Presents the
Virtual Release of
Fantastic Fungi
With cinemas temporarily
closed, Film Streams is pleased
to collaborate with Area 23A to
bring you the virtual release of the
spellbinding documentary Fantastic
Fungi into your home. A portion of
your digital ticket sale supports Film
Streams.
“Fantastic Fungi, directed
by Louie Schwartzberg, is a
consciousness-shifting film that takes
us on an immersive journey through
time and scale into the magical earth
beneath our feet, an underground
network that can heal and save
our planet. Through the eyes of
renowned scientists and mycologists
like Paul Stamets, best-selling authors
Michael Pollan, Eugenia Bone,
Andrew Weil and others, we become
aware of the beauty, intelligence and
solutions the fungi kingdom offers
us in response to some of our most
pressing medical, therapeutic, and
environmental challenges.” —Area
23a
More information at:
https://filmstreams.org/films/
fantastic-fungi

Trees for Urban Landscapes
6–7 pm, Tuesday, April 14
Online
April is a great time
to plant
information?
Let
us new
know.
trees!
Join
Carol
Waters
for
Trees
for
jci@sustainabledesign.org
Urban Landscapes to talk about what
trees are appropriate for our area.
This webinar will be live via Zoom and
is free, but you must register online
to receive login information.

Need to change your contact information? Let us know.
402.991.8747
jci@sustainabledesign.org

